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Brandon Shapiro 

A Zest for Mediterranean Flavor 
Chef de Cuisine – Wildwood Kitchen by chef Robert Wiedmaier 

 
At Wildwood Kitchen by chef Robert Wiedmaier, chef de cuisine Brandon Shapiro’s gift for 
turning out dishes with authentic Mediterranean influence is second nature. Born in nearby Rockville, 
MD, Brandon grew up in the kitchen. As part of a big Jewish family that loved to cook, he learned from 
a young age the nuances of his ancestral comfort food at the hand of his mother and beloved 
grandmother [“Bubbie”]. Thanksgiving and Hanukah dinners were full feasts with cousins, aunts, uncles 
and relatives gathered around the table. Long hours in the kitchen led to lengthy dinners over 
homemade matzo ball soup, borscht, latkes and blintzes.   
 
While in high school, Brandon’s zeal for cooking led to a part-time job at a family friend’s French-
country restaurant, La Miche, in Bethesda. It was here that the chef suggested he turn his talent into a 
career and apply to the Culinary Institute of America. Upon graduating from the CIA’s flagship campus 
in Hyde Park, NY, he set off to cut his teeth in the kitchens of some of the country’s most revered chefs 
starting at Alain Ducasse’s Adour followed by three years at Jean Georges at the W Hotel in DC. 
Channeling his Franco-European skills, he was chosen for a position as sous chef at Robert Wiedmaier’s 
casual Belgian restaurant Mussel Bar & Grille in Bethesda where he flourished under his mentorship. 
With deep interest in his heritage—and well before Israeli food was on the map—Brandon took an eye-
opening Birthright trip to the State where he learned of foods far beyond falafel and hummus, 
discovering its fusion of influences from Morocco to Lebanon. 
 
Recognizing his talent and flair for Israeli cuisine, Wiedmaier tapped Brandon to be executive chef at 
Wildwood Kitchen, which draws from the 23 countries surrounding the Mediterranean without the use 
of butter or cream [a unique departure from Wiedmaier’s more Franco-Belgian inspired restaurants]. It 
is here that Brandon is wholly in his element. Given latitude to explore different flavors, he took the 
culinary direction from the Italian and French side of the Mediterranean to its eastern shores. Within his 
first year, he hosted an Israeli wine dinner, which cemented his shift to that exotic region. Sourcing from 
purveyors who share his passion, he now brings in authentic spices from acclaimed Israeli-born spice 
guru Lior Lev Sercarz of La Boîte in NYC and the all-natural tahini by the Soom sisters. Shapiro’s culinary 
training has brought him to countries that span the Mediterranean in a way that is at once full circle and 
wildly serendipitous.  
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